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United Paper Board (M) Sdn Bhd, Malaysia
No Time For Errors
As part of the UPP Group, a subsidiary of a public listed
company in Singapore, United Paper Board is a key player in the
paper-making industry in Malaysia. Headquartered in Selangor,
United Paper Board’s paper products are exported globally from
Afghanistan to Vanuatu.

With a challenging task to keep orders running smoothly to meet an insatiable international demand, United Paper Board
places its trust on Prestige Atlantic to keep its business running. With the RF Mobile Shipment system added on the PMIX/3 core
system, delivery is ensured and guaranteed to be error free. To illustrate, when the principal needs to send 30 items to its client,
accuracy and speed is top priority. The principal uses mobile to scan the 30 items, ensuring the correct items and
specifications are in place. With just a few simple clicks on the button, a deliver order is generated. With this, time is saved to
ensure a timely delivery. Not only that, the principal company is able to track each and every product, and at the same time
the inventory is updated to finalize what is to be delivered and make appropriate responses.
With superb accuracy as well as meeting its clients’ demands up to the minute, it is no wonder that United Paper Board is
setting a high precedent for its competitors to live up to.
The company also relies on Crystal Reports to ensure a tight grip on its operations,
having detailed information at its hands up to the minute. With Crystal Reports, the
people who run the scene at United Paper Board are able to harvest information from
its database, set report parameters and convert them into meaningful data instantly.
Whether it is a complicated Gann chart examining business performance chart or a
few simple bars showing sales trends, the Crystal Reports allow its management to gain
critical data and the power to execute decisions.
In a business where response time is not measured in days, but in hours and minutes,
United Paper Board is able to leverage of the expertise of Prestige Atlantic to put it
ahead of its competitors.
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Muda Packaging Industries Sdn Bhd, Malaysia
Where Automation Is Key

Muda Packaging Industries (MPI), is a subsidiary of Muda Holdings,
the group that manufactures high grade industrial brown paper,
paper boards, corrugated boxes, multi-wall paper bags, PE
laminated paper for industrial and food application, flat, satchel
and self-opening-style paper bags for food and non-food retail
outlets, paper pallets and honeycomb for packaging and furniture
industries, paper-based stationery, trades in imported paper and
paper related products for the domestic and export market.

With a perplexing system to handle products that number in hundreds of thousands and the need to manage each one
with accuracy, the key word here is automation. After all, repeating the same process continuously requires a kind of
automation that makes the process faster and better. Hence, Muda Packaging Industries utilizes the Goods Registration
Station (GRS) and the Mobile Delivery Station (MDS) to make automation part of its business processes. Both GRS and
MDS are additional plug-in programmes on to the CPS/Enterprise core system.
The GRS enables goods received to be registered at a specific station that is equipped with a PC and a printer. Goods
are then updated to the system and labels are printed out. In a short amount of time, goods are registered quickly and
easily while the system is able to repeat the process indefinitely. The result is that the process is self-regulated, saving
precious time and human effort.
The MDS on the other hand works on goods that are to be delivered. The goods are simply scanned and a delivery order
is generated immediately. With hardly more than a few clicks, the deliver order is produced. The result is a process that is
free of error and releases the people involved from the burden of entering data multiple times manually.
MPI is taking its business to greater heights, and Prestige Atlantic is honoured to be part of the process in giving MPI that
small leverage that gives it big results.
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KOTAK Malaysia (KOM) Sdn Bhd, Malaysia
Power To Fuel Its Business

Kotak Malaysia (KOM) Sdn. Bhd is a wholly owned subsidiary of
MUDA Holdings Berhad, a public listed company in the Kuala
Lumpur Stock Exchange. Kotak Malaysia produces paper carton
related packaging products, meeting both local and international
markets.
An existing client of Prestige Atlantic, Kotak Malaysia made a
decision to upgrade to the CPS/Enterprise 2010 system, a landmark
product from Prestige Atlantic. Hundreds of custom-made orders,
specific and demanding requirements from its clients require Kotak
Malaysia to implement a system that is able to handle everything
from A to Z.
Looking for a one-stop solution to handle estimation, quotation, order, planning, manufacturing, inventory, logistics,
quality, defects to accounting, the CPS/Enterprise is the most logical choice.
CPS/Enterprise gives Kotak Malaysia the kind of control that it needs to run its extremely challenging business needs. For
instance, when Kotak Malaysia receives a substantial order, it immediately knows if it has the capacity to deliver that
order based on the kind of information CPS/ Enterprise provides. Or when Kotak Malaysia needs to revise the price of
hundreds of models and generate a quotation immediately, it can do so with the kind of business intelligence that CPS/
Enterprise gives.
From tracking sales to calculating various dimensions of its
products, from counting costs to maximizing profits, from
generating reports to quality checking, from controlling
inventory to monitoring finished goods, CPS/Enterprise 2010 is a
powerful solution that gives Kotak Malaysia the kind of insight
and control that is vital to the success of its businesses.
With CPS/Enterprise, it’s all about giving you control.
By gaining margin no matter how small, by knowing its business
inside out, Kotak Malaysia is poised to continue its grip as a
market leader and the CPS/ Enterprise continues to play a vital
role as the cornerstone of its successes.
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Hewlett-Packard Financing Services

IT delivered your way
How to thrive in a tough economy

Leasing & Financing
Finance leases are especially advantageous for companies who plan to keep their equipment at the end of
the lease term. In a finance lease, the asset generally appears on your balance sheet and is amortized over
the life of the lease.
When you choose to finance your equipment instead of buying it, you avoid a large up-front payment. By
spreading your payments out over the lifecycle of the asset, you are able to align the equipment cost with the
benefit derived from that investment. In addition, paying fixed monthly payments means predictable
expenses month to month – no surprises involved – thus facilitating budget reporting and planning. Finally,
when you finance your equipment with HP Financial Services, your bank lines of credit may remain intact.

Key Benefits







Improved cash flow and liquidity
Aligns costs of the solutions with benefits of the solution
Enjoy predictability of payment streams – no surprises
Facilitates budgeting process with fixed payments
Financials includes Prestige Atlantic’s software solutions and services*
12, 24 or 36 months leasing period with 4-6% interest rate*
*terms and conditions applied

Assets Recovery Services
HP has now made it easier for HP Corporate and Enterprise customers in Asia-Pacific to acquire the latest HP
technology though their extensive suite of HP Asset Recovery Services, delivered via one central Program
Office.
HP Asset Recovery Services include programs to help customers shift away from their existing infrastructure,
acquire new HP technology, manage that technology, and then retire it at the end of its useful life.
There are 5 programs offered as part of the HP Asset Recovery Service:






HP Total Lifecycle Management
HP Planet Partners Recycling
HP Trade-In
HP Buy-Back
HP Pack and Ship

